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Abstract
In this paper, we construct a formal solution to the matrix differential–difference equation
(dde) Y ′(t) = A(t)Y (t − 1), where A(t) is a matrix power series in t−1. In many cases solu-
tions to the latter equation and to the matrix differential equation Y ′(t) = A(t)Y (t) have the
same form. However, these solutions may have different forms when the spectrum of A0, the
leading term of A(t), contains −e−1. © 2002 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
AMS classification: 15A; 34E; 39A
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1. Introduction
Consider the n× n matrix linear differential equation
t1−rY ′(t) = A(t)Y (t), (1)
where t ∈ C¯, A(t) =∑∞k=0 Akt−k, A0 	= 0 is a matrix-valued function, analytic at
t = ∞ and r ∈ Q, r  0. The number r is called the Poincaré rank of the equation.
Let C[[t−1]] denote the ring of formal power series in t−1 over C and C{t−1}
denote the field of formal Puiseux series
∑∞
k=m akt−k/p, where p ∈ N+, m ∈ Z and
ak ∈ C. It is well known that C{t−1} is the algebraic closure of the quotient field of
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C[[t−1]]. At the same time C{t−1} can be considered as a differential field with the
differentiation d/dt .
Solution of the matrix differential equation (1) consists of two major steps: (i)
constructing a (formal) solution Yˆ (t) to (1) in a proper extension of the differential
field C{t−1}; and (ii) lifting the formal solution Yˆ (t) to an actual (analytic) solution
Y (t), i.e., constructing Y (t), whose asymptotic behavior as t →∞ (in a certain sec-
tor of C) is determined by Yˆ (t). In the case of an irregular singularity (i.e., positive
Poincaré rank r), the latter step is nontrivial, as the formal solution Yˆ (t) contains,
generically, divergent power series. The irregular singular case will be considered in
the rest of the paper.
The step (i) has a clear algebraic nature and requires the corresponding technique.
This technique is furnished by the Hukuhara–Turrittin method (see [4,10]), which
consists of successive linear transformations Y = TX that eventually decompose (1)
into a direct sum of blocks, such that each block is either one-dimensional or has
no more than a regular singularity. Correspondingly, a formal solution Yˆ (t) to (1) is
given by
Yˆ (t) = X(t)tNeQ(t), (2)
where X(t) is an invertible matrix over the field C{t−1}, N is a nilpotent matrix in
Jordan normal form, Q(t) is a diagonal matrix that commutes with N and such that
t1−rQ′(t) is a polynomial in t−1/p of order not more than rp for some p ∈ N. Thus,
the elements of Q(t) are polynomials in t1/p that may contain a logarithmic term. It
is well known [1] that the elements qj (t) of the matrix Q are uniquely defined modulo
terms (k/p) ln t , where k ∈ Z. Note that the transformation Y = TZ preserves the
form of (1), as it transforms (1) to
t1−rZ′(t) = B(t)Z(t), where B(t) = T −1(t)
[
A(t)T (t)− t1−rT ′(t)
]
. (3)
Later Turrittin [9] applied this method to construct formal solutions to matrix
linear difference equations. With certain modifications, the same method allows us
to construct formal solutions to some matrix functional equations, as well as for
singularly perturbed linear differential and difference equations [8].
The objective of this paper is to construct formal solutions to the matrix linear
differential–difference equation (dde) of Poincaré rank 1
Y ′(t) = A(t)Y (t − 1), (4)
where Y (t) and A(t) are n× n matrices over C[[t−1]]. A fundamental difference
between (4) and the equations mentioned above is that the linear transformation
Y = TZ does not preserve the form of equation. Indeed, the transformed equation
becomes
Z′(t) = B(t)Z(t − 1)+ C(t)Z(t), (5)
where B(t) = T −1(t)A(t)T (t − 1) and C(t) = T −1(t)T ′(t).
Formal solutions of scalar dde were considered in [2, Chapter 4]. It was shown
there that all solutions of such an equation that belong to the Liuovillian exten-
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sion of the field C{t−1} with finitely many generators of the types eq(t), tα or ln t
(here α ∈ C and q(t) ∈ C[[t1/p]] for some p ∈ N+) can be determined through the
correspondingly modified Newton polygon method.
The main goal of this paper is to construct a solution Y (t) to (4) of the form
(2). Of course, the elements qj (t) of the diagonal matrix Q(t) are now not uniquely
defined as Eq. (4) has infinitely many linearly independent solutions. But, as it is
shown below, qj (t) becomes uniquely defined (modulo m ln t , where m ∈ Q) after
the leading coefficient of the polynomial part of qj (t) is determined.
Our interest in Eqs. (5) is motivated by increasing use of nonlinear dde to study
certain integrable systems (see, for example, [3,5]). Rigorous analysis of these equa-
tions requires a developed theory of linear dde, which has not been developed at the
moment. In this context, the present paper covers the step (i) for some generic cases
of (5).
In the process of solving Eq. (4) we will consider (5) as a “perturbation” of the
equation
Z′(t) = B(t)Z(t − 1). (6)
This approach requires an “effective control” over the term C(t)Z(t) in (5), and, in
particular, over the degree of C(t). We are able to solve this problem in the cases
when the matrix A0 in (4) has distinct eigenvalues (Section 2), or when A0 is a direct
sum of Jordan blocks with distinct eigenvalues and some additional “nondegeneracy”
condition holds (Section 4). Essentially, we know how to control the degree of C(t)
if not more than one shearing transformation is needed to diagonalize B(t) in (5). It
is, however, likely that a solution of form (2) to Eq. (5) can be found in more general
situation as well.
The problem of lifting the obtained formal solutions to analytic solutions is out-
side the framework of this paper. It seems clear that the methods of, for example,
[7], will establish the Borel summability of obtained solutions. For some results on
multisummability of nonlinear dde see [2, Chapter 5].
In spite of the fact that formal solutions to the dde (4) in many cases have the
same form (2) as solutions to differential equation (1), the dde may exhibit
quite different behavior even in scalar cases. For example, if the leading coefficient
of a scalar equation (4) is A0 = −e−1, then this equation has a solution of the
form
Yˆ (t) = X(t)tβe−t±2
√
2eA1t , (7)
where X(t) is a formal power series in
√
t and β ∈ C. Note that a formal solution to
a scalar differential equation (1) cannot have √t terms in the exponential and in the
series X(t).
In the following section, we construct a formal solution (2) to (4) in the case
when A0 has distinct eigenvalues. The cases when A0 has exactly one Jordan block
or several Jordan blocks with distinct eigenvalues are considered in Sections 3 and
4, respectively. Some special solutions to (4) are considered in Section 5.
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2. Distinct eigenvalues
In this section, we consider Eq. (4) in the case that the coefficient matrix A(t) =∑∞
k=0 Akt−k has A0 an n× n matrix over C with distinct eigenvalues. Without any
loss of generality we may assume that A0 is a diagonal matrix. The fact that A(t) is
an n× n matrix over C[[t−1]] is denoted by A(t) ∈ Mn(C[[t−1]]). It is well known
(see, for example, [10]) that distinct eigenvalues of A0 implies that A(t) can be
reduced to a diagonal matrix B(t) = A0 +∑∞k=0 Bkt−k ∈ Mn(C[[t−1]]) by some
similarity transformation T (t) = I +∑∞k=1 Tkt−k ∈ Mn(C[[t−1]]). Indeed, in order
to find the matrices Tk and the diagonal matrices Bk , one has to solve the recurrent
system of equations
[A0, Tk] = Bk − Ak + Ck, k  1, (8)
where the matrix Ck is already known at the step k. Then the assumption that A0 has
distinct eigenvalues guarantees that the required solution Tk, Bk exists.
Lemma 2.1. If A(t) ∈ Mn(C[[t−1]]) and A0 is a diagonal matrix with distinct
eigenvalues, then there exists a matrix T (t) = I +∑∞k=1 Tkt−k ∈ Mn(C[[t−1]])
such that B(t) = T −1(t)A(t)T (t − 1) is a diagonal matrix over C[[t−1]].
This lemma follows from the observation that the recurrent system for Tk and Bk
has the same form (8). Based on Lemma 2.1, we see that the change of variables Y =
T Z reduces (4) to (5), where the matrix B(t) is diagonal, B0 = A0 and degC(t) 
−2, where degC(t) denotes the highest exponent in the series C(t) with a nonzero
coefficient.
The matrix spaceMn(C) can be decomposed into the direct sumMn(C) = M˜n(C)
⊕ ˜˜Mn(C), where M˜n(C) denotes the space of diagonal matrices and ˜˜Mn(C) the space
of matrices whose diagonal is zero. It is well known that M˜n(C) is a commutative
subring of Mn(C) and that AB,BA ∈ ˜˜Mn(C) for any A ∈ M˜n(C) and B ∈ ˜˜Mn(C).
Moreover, it is easy to verify that M˜n(C) is the kernel of the commutator [· , A0],
where the matrixA0 is a diagonal matrix with distinct eigenvalues, and that ˜˜Mn(C) is
the image of this commutator. GivenX ∈ Mn(C), we denote by X˜ and ˜˜X its diagonal
and off-diagonal parts, respectively.
Theorem 2.2. If A(t) ∈ Mn(C[[t−1]]) and A0 is a diagonal matrix with distinct
eigenvalues, then the dde (4) possesses a solution
Y (t) = X(t)tθeqt , (9)
where X(t) = I +∑∞k=1 Xkt−k ∈ Mn(C[[t−1]]) and θ, q ∈ M˜n(C). The matrix q
satisfies the equation
q = A0e−q, (10)
and the rest of solution (9) is defined uniquely through q.
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Remark 2.3. In the case A0 has distinct eigenvalues and r = 1, the form of solution
(9) coincides with the form of solution (2) to (1), as in this case N = 0 and Q(t) =
qt + θ ln t .
Proof. According to Lemma 2.1, we can consider Eq. (5), where the matrix B(t) is
diagonal, B0 = A0 and degC(t)  −2, instead of (4).
Substituting (9) into (6), we obtain
X′(t)eQ(t) +X(t)Q′(t)eQ(t) = B(t)X(t − 1)eQ(t−1) + C(t)X(t)eQ(t). (11)
Dividing by eQ(t) from the right, and using that θ and q commute, this becomes
X′(t)+X(t)
(
q + θ
t
)
= B(t)X(t − 1)
(
1 − 1
t
)θ
e−q + C(t)X(t). (12)
Comparing leading order (constant) terms of (12) we obtain Eq. (10) or qeq = A0.
As q and A0 are both diagonal matrices, we can treat this equation as a scalar
equation. Note that qeq is an entire function of q with an essential singularity at
infinity. Therefore, according to Picard’s Theorem (see, for example, [6, 8.81]),
Eq. (10) has infinitely many solutions if A0 	= 0. If A0 = 0, the only solution is
q = 0. For the remainder of the paper, we fix a solution q of (10). Furthermore, we
assume that q has no eigenvalue equal to −1. The reason of this assumption will
become clear when we consider the equation for t−1. The case of a scalar equation
(4) with q = −1 is considered in Section 5.
Comparing terms of order t−1 and taking into account (10), we obtain after some
algebra
[X1, A0] = −(I + q)θeq + B1. (13)
Since the right-hand side of this equation is diagonal, so should be the left-hand
side. Thus, ˜˜X1 = 0, so the left-hand side is zero. According to our assumption on
the matrix q, we can always find θ ∈ M˜n(C) satisfying
(I + q)θeq = B1. (14)
The rest of the proof is done by induction. Assume that k  2 and that the matrices
Xi (i < k − 1) and ˜˜Xk−1 are already known. Comparing terms of the order t−k , we
obtain
Xkq + X˜k−1 [θ − (k − 1)I ]
= A0Xke−q − A0X˜k−1e−qθ + B1X˜k−1e−q + Zke−q, (15)
where the matrix Zk is known. Note that all terms containing X˜k−1 consist of com-
muting diagonal matrices. Therefore, taking into account (10) and (14), Eq. (15)
becomes[ ˜˜
Xk,A0
]+ [X˜k−1, B1]− (k − 1)X˜k−1eq = Zk (16)
As any diagonal matrices commute, the second commutator in this equation is
zero. Then (16) can be decomposed into two equations
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−(k − 1)X˜k−1eq = Z˜k and [ ˜˜Xk,A0] = ˜˜Zk (17)
in the subspaces M˜n(C) and ˜˜Mn(C), that can be solved by proper X˜k−1 and ˜˜Xk ,
respectively for any Zk . Uniqueness of θ and the series X(t) follows from the
construction. 
Remark 2.4. Direct computations show that Theorem 2.2 holds for more general
equations
Y ′(t) = B(t)Y (t − 1)+
∑
j
Cj (t)Y (t − hj )+
∑
m
Dm(t)Y
′(t − gm), (18)
where B(t) is as in Theorem 2.2, indices j and m run over finite sets, Cj (t),Dm(t) ∈
Mn(C[[t−1]]), hj , gm ∈ C and maxj,m{degCj (t), degDm(t)}  −1.
Remark 2.5. In the case B1 = 0, Eq. (14) is satisfied by θ = 0 and condition q 	=
−1 becomes unnecessary. It is easy to check that in this case (17) is a direct con-
sequence of (15).
3. Single Jordan block
In this section, we treat (4) in the case that A0 = aI +H , where a ∈ C and H de-
notes the upper shift matrix of order n. We also assume a “nondegeneracy” condition
(A1)n1 	= 0. Essentially, the techniques are similar to those in the previous section:
we reduce (4) to (5), where B(t) is diagonal and degC(t) = −1. The situation then
would resemble Remark 2.4, except that B0 = aI and B(t), C(t) are series in t−1/n.
The “nondegeneracy” condition is introduced to guarantee that the matrix B1 of the
series B(t) has distinct eigenvalues.
We first perform the reduction to (5). The substitution Y (t) = T (t)Z(t), where
T (t) = diag(1, t−1/n, . . . , t−(n−1)/n), yields
Z′(t) = T −1(t)A(t)T (t − 1)Z(t − 1)− T −1(t)T ′(t)Z(t). (19)
Direct computations show that
T −1(t)T ′(t) = diag
(
0,−1
n
, . . . ,−n− 1
n
)
t−1,
and T −1(t)A(t)T (t − 1) = Aˆ0 + Aˆ1t−1/n + · · · , where Aˆ0 = aI and Aˆ1 has the
form
Aˆ1 =


0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...
0 0 0 · · · 1
An1 0 0 · · · 0

 .
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Under the nondegeneracy condition imposed on A1, the entry An1 is nonzero, and
therefore Aˆ1 has with distinct eigenvalues. So, without any loss of generality, we can
write (19) in the form
Z′(t) = Aˆ(t)Z(t − 1)+ t−1C0Z(t), (20)
where Aˆ =∑∞m=0 Aˆmt−m/n such that Aˆ0 = aI and Aˆ1 is diagonal, andC0 ∈ Mn(C).
We next wish to diagonalize Aˆ(t) by using the change of variables Z(t) = U(t)
X(t), where U(t) ∈ Mn(C[[t−1/n]]) with U0 = I . Substituting into (20), we obtain
X′(t) =U−1(t)Aˆ(t)U(t − 1)X(t − 1)
−
[
t−1U−1C0U(t)+ U−1(t)U ′(t)
]
X(t).
Here the term U−1(t)U ′(t) has order  −1 − 1/n, so we set
t−1U−1C0U(t)+ U−1(t)U ′(t) = t−1C(t) = t−1
(
C0 + C1t−1/n + · · ·
)
.
Denoting B(t) = U−1(t)Aˆ(t)U(t − 1), we get the equation
U(t)B(t) = Aˆ(t)U(t − 1) (21)
to define U(t) so that B(t) is diagonal. For k = 0, . . . , n− 1, the coefficients of
t−k/n in (21) give the equation
k∑
m=0
UmBk−m =
k∑
m=0
Aˆk−mUm. (22)
In particular, for k = 0 and k = 1 we obtain B0 = Aˆ0 and B1 = Aˆ1, respectively,
and note that these are both diagonal matrices. For k = 2, 3 . . . , (22) shows
[Uk−1, Aˆ1] =
(
k−2∑
m=1
Aˆk−mUm − Bk−mUm
)
+ Aˆk − Bk. (23)
By induction, we assume that the terms on the right-hand side are known except for
Bk . Then the appropriate choice of Bk guarantees that the right-hand side of (23) is
in ˜˜Mn(C). Now, we can solve (23) uniquely for Uk−1 ∈ ˜˜Mn(C).
We have thus proven the following result.
Lemma 3.1. If A(t) ∈ Mn(C[[t−1]]), A0 consists of exactly one Jordan block and
the nondegeneracy condition is satisfied, then there exists an invertible change of
variables Y (t) = W(t)Z(t) so that (4) has the form
Z′(t) = B(t)Z(t − 1)− t−1C(t)Z(t), (24)
where B(t) is diagonal over C[[t−1/n]] with B0 = aI and B1 having distinct eigen-
values, and C(t) ∈ Mn(C[[t−1/n]]).
Theorem 3.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 the dde (4) possesses a solution
Y (t) = X(t)eq(t), (25)
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where
X(t) = I +
∞∑
k=1
Xkt
−k/n ∈ Mn(C[[t−1/n]]), q(t) =
n−1∑
k=0
qkt
(n−k)/n + qn ln t
and qi ∈ M˜n(C). The matrix q0 satisfies the equation
q0 = aeq0 , (26)
where a ∈ C is the eigenvalue of A0 and the matrix q(t) is defined uniquely once q0
is fixed.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we may solve (24) instead of (4). With the substitution
Z(t) = X(t)eq(t), (24) becomes
X′(t)+X(t)q ′(t) = B(t)X(t − 1)e−q0 e%qˆ(t) + t−1C(t)X(t), (27)
where qˆ(t) =∑n−1k=1 qkt(n−k)/n + qn ln t and %qˆ(t) = qˆ(t − 1)− qˆ(t).
Direct computations show that
e%qˆ(t) = 1 +
∞∑
k=1
(
%qˆ(t)
)k
k! =
∞∑
k=0
Ekt
−k/n,
where E0 = 1, Ei = −n−in qi + Eˆi for i = 1, . . . , n− 1 and En = −qn + Eˆn, with
all Eˆi only involving qk for k = 1, . . . , i − 1.
Moreover, using an expansion for (t − 1)−k/n, it is straightforward to show that
X(t − 1) =∑∞k=0 Vkt−k/n, where
V0 = I and Vk = Xk + k − n
n
Xk−n + Rk, (28)
where Rk depends only on Xi for i < k − n.
Comparing the leading order coefficients in (27), we get
q0 = B0e−q0 , (29)
which, as in the previous section, can be solved for some diagonal q0. As before, we
furthermore assume that q0 + I is invertible. Comparing coefficients of t−1/n and
assuming X1 ∈ M˜n(C), we obtain
n− 1
n
q1 = B1e−q0 + B0e−q0E1, (30)
which, using the fact that E1 = −n−1n q1, yields q1 = nn−1B1(I + q0)−1e−q0 .
Comparing now coefficients of t−k/n for 2  k  n, we obtain
Xk−1
n− 1
n
q1 − B1Xk−1e−q0 − B0Xk−1e−q0E1
=
k∑
m=2
(
−Xk−mn−m
n
qm +
m∑
r=0
BrXk−me−q0Em−r
)
+ δk,n(C0 − qn), (31)
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where δk,n denotes the Kronecker symbol. Taking into account (30), the latter equa-
tion becomes
e−q0 [B1, Xk−1] =
k∑
m=2
(
−Xk−mn−m
n
qm +
m∑
r=0
BrXk−me−q0Em−r
)
+ δk,n(C0 − qn). (32)
The assumption that the matrices Xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2, are diagonal yields
k∑
m=2
Xk−m
(
n−m
n
qm −
m∑
r=0
Bre
−q0Em−r
)
= 0 (33)
for k = 2, 3, . . . , n− 1. It follows immediately that if qi are defined recurrently as
solutions to
n−m
n
qm =
m∑
i=0
BiEm−ie−q0 (34)
for m = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, then they satisfy Eqs. (33) for k = 2, 3, . . . , n− 1 with
arbitrary diagonal Xm,m = 1, 2, . . . , n− 2. Solutions qm to the latter equations are,
therefore, defined recurrently by
qm = n
n−m(I + q0)
−1
m∑
i=1
BiEm−ie−q0 .
In the case k = n, Eq. (32) is satisfied with
qn = (I + q0)−1
(
n∑
i=1
BiEm−ie−q0 + C˜0
)
(35)
and with ˜˜Xn−1 defined by e−q0 [B1, ˜˜Xn−1] = ˜˜C0. Note that the values of qn and ˜˜Xn−1
are defined uniquely and that the equation does not depend on X˜n−1.
Next we assume k > n. Then the coefficients of t−k/n in (27) give equations of
the form
−k − n
n
Xk−n +
n−1∑
m=0
Xk−m
n−m
n
qm +Xk−nqn
=
k∑
m=0
m∑
r=0
BrVk−me−q0Em−r +
k−n∑
m=0
CmXk−n−m, (36)
where Vi are the coefficients in expansion (28) for X(t − 1). We will try to sat-
isfy (36) by ˜˜Xk−1 and X˜k−n, assuming that all the terms ˜˜Xm−1 and X˜m−n, where
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m < k, are known on the step k. Using the same arguments as above, Eq. (36) can be
written
e−q0
[
B1,
˜˜
Xk−1
] = n−1∑
m=2
−X˜k−m
(
n−m
n
qm −
m∑
r=0
Bre
−q0Em−r
)
− X˜k−nqn
+
n∑
r=0
BrX˜k−ne−q0En−r + k − n
n
X˜k−n(I + q0)
+ C˜0X˜k−n + Fk, (37)
where Fk denotes terms that are already known at the step k. According to identities
(34) and (35), Eq. (37) can be reduced to
e−q0 [B1, ˜˜Xk−1] − k − n
n
X˜k−n(I + q0) = Fk. (38)
There is a unique choice of ˜˜Xk−1 and X˜k−n that satisfies the latter equation. 
4. Multiple Jordan blocks
In this section, we extend the results of the previous section to the case when
the leading term A0 in Eq. (4) is a direct sum of Jordan blocks λiIni +Hi with
distinct eigenvalues λi, i = 1, 2, . . . , j , where eachHi is the ni × ni shift matrix and∑j
i=1 ni = n. The block structure of A0 induces the corresponding block structure
on Mn(C) that we will refer to below. As before, we also assume that A(t) satisfies
a certain nondegeneracy condition.
We first apply the transformation Y (t) = U(t)W(t), where U(t) ∈ Mn(C[[t−1]])
and U0 = I , to block-diagonalize A(t). Then the equation for W(t) becomes
W ′(t) = U−1(t)A(t)U(t − 1)W(t − 1)− F(t)W(t), (39)
where the matrix U−1(t)A(t)U(t − 1) is block diagonal and the leading term of
F(t) ∈ Mn(C[[t−1]]) is of order O(t−2). Then we apply the shearing transformation
W(t) = T (t)Z(t) with T (t) = diag(T1(t), T2(t), . . . , Tj (t)), where the ith block is
a diagonal matrix of the form Ti(t) = diag(1, t−1/ni , . . . , t−(ni−1)/ni ). After the sub-
stitution, (39) becomes
Z′(t) = B(t)Z(t − 1)+ t−1C(t)Z(t), (40)
whereB(t) = diag(B1(t), B2(t), . . . , Bj (t)) andC(t) ∈ Mn(C[[t−1/N ]])with N be-
ing the least common multiple of n1, n2, . . . , nj . It is straightforward to check that
Bi(t) ∈ Mni (C[[t−1/ni ]]) and
Bi(t) = λiIni + Bi,1t−1/ni + · · · (41)
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where
Bi,1


0 1
0 1
.
.
. 1
B∗i 0

 . (42)
Here, B∗i = (A1)n1+···+ni−1,n1+···+ni−1+1, and we assume the nondegeneracy con-
dition that B∗i 	= 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , j . Then, as in Lemma 3.1, we can diagonalize
each block Bi(t). Thus, without any loss of generality, we can assume that the matrix
B(t) in Eq. (40) is diagonal and that the second term Bi,1 in each block Bi(t) has
distinct eigenvalues.
We seek a solution to (40) in the form
Z(t) = X(t)eq(t), (43)
whereX(t)∈Mn(C[[t−1/N ]])withX0 = I and q(t) = diag(q1(t), q2(t), . . . , qj (t)).
Each block qi(t) =∑ni−1l=0 ql,i t (ni−l)/ni + qni ,i ln t is an ni × ni diagonal matrix,
and the qi are commuting block diagonal matrices.
Substituting (43) into (40) and comparing terms of the order t−k/N , k < N ,
we see that the corresponding n× n matrix equation splits into a direct sum of
j independent blocks of dimensions ni × ni , i = 1, 2, . . . , j . Each block equation
is, in effect, equivalent to Eq. (31). As in the case of (31), it can be
written as
e−
◦
q0[ ◦Bli , Xk−li ]
=
k∑
m=2
(
−Xk−mli
N −mli
N
◦
qmli +
m∑
r=0
◦
BrliXk−mli e−
◦
q0
◦
E(m−r)li
)
, (44)
where li = N/ni . Here the symbol
◦
A(t) denotes the natural inclusion of a series
A(t) ∈ Mn(C[[t−1/l]]), where l is a divisor of N, into Mn(C[[t−1/N ]]). According
to this convention,
◦
q(t) =∑N−1i=1 ◦qit−i/N + ◦qN ln t . To simplify notations, here and
henceforth we use matrices B,X, etc. to denote ith diagonal blocks of B,X, etc.
respectively.
Assuming that matrices Xk, k < N , are block diagonal, and assuming that each
block Xk,i is diagonal for k < N − li , all Eqs. (44) with k < N can be satisfied by
the proper choice of the diagonal matrix q(t)− ◦qN ln t in the same way as in (31).
The corresponding identities for
◦
qm, m < N , become
N −m
N
◦
qm =
m∑
i=0
◦
Bi
◦
Em−ie−
◦
q0 . (45)
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Comparing terms of the order t−k/N , k  N , we get an analog of (36),
[Xk,
◦
q0] − k −N
N
Xk−N +
N−1∑
m=1
Xk−m
N −m
N
◦
qm +Xk−N
◦
qN
=
k∑
m=1
m∑
r=0
◦
Br
◦
V k−me−
◦
q0
◦
Em−r +
k−N∑
m=0
CmXk−N−m, (46)
where the series
◦
V (t) ∈ Mn(C[[t−1/N ]]) is defined according to (28). Off-diagonal
blocks of the latter equation can be satisfied by the proper choice of off-diagonal
blocks of Xk , since the diagonal blocks of
◦
q0 has distinct eigenvalues. It remains to
consider now only diagonal blocks of (46), which will be satisfied by off-diagonal
entries of Xk−li for the ith diagonal block and by diagonal entries of Xk−N . The off-
diagonal blocks of Xm, off-diagonal entries of Xm−li within the ith diagonal block
and diagonal entries of Xm−N with m < k are supposed to be known at the step k.
Then, as in the previous section, Eq. (46) for the ith diagonal block can be reduced to
e−
◦
q0
[
Bli ,
˜˜
Xk−li
] = N−1∑
m=2
−X˜k−m
(
N −m
N
◦
qm−
m∑
r=0
◦
Bre
− ◦q0 ◦Em−r
)
− X˜k−N
◦
qN
+
N∑
r=0
◦
BrX˜k−Ne−
◦
q0
◦
EN−r + k −N
N
X˜k−N(I + q0)
+ C˜0X˜k−N + Fk, (47)
where Fk denotes terms that are already known at the step k. (Here we keep the tilde
notation from the previous section.) Setting k = N , we get equation for ◦qN similar
to (35). According to this equation and to identities (45), Eq. (47) can be reduced to
e−
◦
q0
[ ◦
Bli ,
˜˜
Xk−li
]− k −N
N
X˜k−N(I +
◦
q0) = Fk, (48)
which can be solved similarly to Eq. (38). There is a unique choice of ˜˜Xk−li and
X˜k−N that satisfies the latter equation. Note that the obtained solution satisfies the
assumptions on Xk, k < N , imposed above. Thus, Theorem 3.2 from the previous
section is generalized to the case of several Jordan blocks with distinct eigenvalues.
5. Special case q = −1
Although formal solutions to the dde (4) in many cases have the same form (2) as
solutions to differential equation (1), sometimes these solutions may have significant
differences. Let us consider the scalar equation (4) withA0 = −e−1 andA1 	= 0, i.e.,
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Y ′(t) =
(
−e−1 +
∞∑
k=1
Akt
−k
)
Y (t − 1), (49)
and let us choose the root q = −1 to the leading order equation q = A0e−q , see (10).
It is clear that Eq. (49) cannot be satisfied with (9), since our assumptions q = −1
and A1 	= 0 do not allow to satisfy the second equation (14).
In this section, we show that (49) can be satisfied with
Y (t) = X(t)e−t+q1
√
t+q2 ln t , (50)
where X(t) ∈ C[[t−1/2]] and q1, q2 ∈ C. This solution is different from solution (9)
considered in Section 2 since it contains fractional powers of t−1. Note that a formal
solution to the scalar differential equation (1) with r ∈ N+ cannot have fractional
powers of t.
Substituting (50) into (49), we get
X′(t)+ q ′(t)X(t) =
(
−1 + t−1B(t)
)
X(t − 1)E(t), (51)
where q(t) = −t + q1√t + q2 ln t, B(t) ∈ C[[t−1]] with Bk = eAk+1 and
E(t) = exp
(
q1
√
t − 1 + q2 ln(t − 1)− q1
√
t − q2 ln t
)
∈ C[[t−1/2]].
Comparing terms of the order t−k/2 for k = 0, 1, 2, we see that the first two equations
turn into identities, whereas the latter equation yields
q2 + E2 = B0. (52)
Direct computations show that q2 + E2 = q21/8 so that (49) is satisfied by q1 =±2√2eA1.
Comparing terms of the order t−k/2 for arbitrary k, we get
−Xk +Xk−1 q12 +Xk−2q2 −Xk−2
k − 2
2
= −
k∑
m=0
Vk−mEm +
k−2∑
m=0
Vk−2−m
m∑
r=0
BrEm−r . (53)
Here X(t − 1) =∑∞k=0 Vkt−k/2 with
V0 = 1 and Vk = Xk + k − 22 Xk−2 + Rk, (54)
where Rk depends only on Xi for i < k − 2. In particular, for k = 3 we obtain
E3 = B0E1 + B1. (55)
Direct computations show that E3 = 12q1q2 + Eˆ3, where Eˆ3 depends only on q1.
Therefore, the assumption A1 	= 0 guarantees that we can always satisfy (55) with
q2.
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It is easy to see that in the case k > 3 Eqs. (52), (54) and (55) reduce (53) to
1
2 (k − 3)Xk−3 = Fk , where Fk is known at the step k. These equations can be satis-
fied by choosing Xk−3. Thus, using induction arguments, we have shown that (49)
can be satisfied by (50).
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